
H-L

Abstract ears are often circular disks 

placed on the side of the head. Most 

don’t have a real function apart from 

appearance. They could provide struc-

ture to the facial shape. 

Ears - Abstract C H Ears - Abstract C H



H-L

Animal-like ears can take multiple forms. 

One type of animal-like ears are pointy 

ears, often placed on top of the head. 

They are often used in bear-related 

robots. Animal ears can contribute to the 

expression of the robot. They could 

function similarly to eyebrows. 

Ears- Animal like
(pointy)

C Ears- Animal like
(pointy)

C



H-L

Ears- Animal like
(hanging)

C

Animal-like ears can take multiple forms. 

One type of animal-like ears are big 

hanging ears. They are often used in 

dog-related robots. Animal ears can 

contribute to the expression of the robot. 

They could function similarly to eye-

brows 

Ears- Animal like
(hanging)

C



H-L

Human-like ears are intended to look as 

realistic as possible. They often don’t 

have a function, apart from appearance. 

However they contribute to shaping the 

facial shape. 

Ears - Human-like H-L Ears - Human-like H-L



H-L

A large portion of robots do not contain 

ears. This leads to more abstract design.

Ears - None
F C

A H Ears - None
F C

A H



H-L

Real hair eyebrows are a replica of 

human eyebrows. They can play a factor 

in replicating the feeling of a human, and 

therefore should operate on the same 

level of complexity as the eyes.

Complexity eyebrows operations: High

Eyebrows - Real hair
(human-like)

H-L Eyebrows - Real hair
(human-like)

H-L



H-L

A large portion of robots do not contain 

eyebrows. 

Complexity eyebrow operations: 

Undefined

C
Eyebrows - None

F

AH

C
Eyebrows - None

F

AH



H-L

Some robots have small dots above their 

eyes that can be considered as eye-

brows. They could serve as cameras. 

This feature adds a playful cartoonish            

feel. 

Complexity eye operations: Low

Eyebrows - Abstract dots C Eyebrows - Abstract dots C



H-L

Anthropomorphic shaped eyebrows 

have a human shape to them, however 

they are more abstract in the sense that 

they do not feel real. They are often plas-

tic, and add a cartoonish feel to the 

robot. 

Complexity eye operations:  Mid

Eyebrows - Anthropomorphic 
shape C

Eyebrows - Anthropomorphic 
shape C



H-L

Eyes - Anthropomorphic
human

C A

Anthropomorphic human eyes have a 

human feel to them, often including 

things such as eyelids. However they are 

not a complete replica. Most anthropo-

morphic human eyes are slightly bigger 

in proportion, giving them a cartoonish 

touch to the face. 

Complexity eye operations: Mid / High

Eyes - Anthropomorphic
human

C A



H-L

Human-realistic eyes are intended to 

mimic real human eyes. When executed 

poorly it can create an uneasy feeling. 

Eyes are an essential feature in the per-

ception of a robot. 

Complexity eye operations: High

Eyes - human realistic H-L Eyes - human realistic H-L



H-L

Oval holes/ camera lenses are por-

trayed as two black holes. They often 

function as a camera. These eyes add a 

cartoonish  feature to the face. Some 

eyes are actual holes in the face, while 

others are placed on top of the face.

Complexity eye operations: Low

Eyes - Oval/ circle holes C Eyes - Oval/ circle holes C



H-L

Eyes - LED C

LED eyes are often displayed on a 

screen, and therefore emit light. They are 

a caricatured version of eyes. Therefore 

they can quickly take different shapes 

through changing pixels. 

Complexity eye operations: All

Eyes - LED C



H-L

One eye in the middle often functions as 

a camera. Only having one eye leads to a 

more abstract face, lowering the feeling 

of a human. 

Complexity eye operations: Low / Mid

Eyes - One round eye F Eyes - One round eye F



H-L

Humans are good at anthropomorphiz-

ing things, and seeing faces in objects. 

Therefore having no eyes can feel odd. 

However, some mechanics can uninten-

tionally serve as eyes. 

Complexity eye operations: Low

Eyes - None/ function 
defines form

F
Eyes - None/ function 

defines form
F



Human-like H-L A Human-like H-L A

A human-like face shape tries to closely 
mimic a real human face. This is a complex 
shape and should be executed correctly to 
lower the change of a creepy feeling. This 
framework often leads to having several hu-
man-like features. Human-like robots are 
most often used in social settings.

Complexity head operations: High



A helmet-face shape looks like the robot 
head is wearing (an often white) helmet. This 
frequently leads to minimally implementing 
other features. Ending up with a rather ab-
stract face. 

Complexity head operations: Mid

Helmet H Helmet H



An oval/ round face is a simplistic shape. It 
creates a softer, cartoonish face. Other fea-
tures are therefore also often more abstract. 
Most oval/ round robot heads only have one 
characteristic feature. Ending with a soft car-
toonish robot. 

Complexity head operations: All

Oval/ Round C Oval/ Round C



An animal-like face shape tries to partially 
mimic the shape of the ear of a certain 
animal. One type of animal-like face shape 
has a long beak, for example dogs. This cre-
ates a playful face. By using cartoonish fea-
tures, animal-like robots are often seen as 
cute, and are therefore used as toys for en-
tertainment purposes. 

Complexity head operations: Mid

Animal-like
(long beak)

C
Animal-like
(long beak)

C



A screen can be used to mimic a often simple 
face. These screens are often rectangular TV 
shaped. They often display big cartoonish 
features.  

Complexity head operations: Low

Screen F C Screen F C



Gradients

Framework

Eyebrows

Eyes

Mouth

Gradients are added around the borders of 
the cards that represent the complexity level 
of expressiveness. How darker, how higher 
the level of complexity. 

Low High

Symbols

C Cartoonish

Human-like

Function defines
form

Helmets

Anthropomorphic
human

H-L

F

H

A

Symbols are added that represent in which 
category that feature/ framework can be 
most often seen in. 

The feature of the nose and ears are not sig-
nificant in the expression of the robot and are 
therefore not included on sliders and gradient. 



H-L

Anthropomorphic mouths have a human 

shaped mouth, often with lips. However, 

they do not feel real in a sense that they 

are of hard material. They are often com-

bined with anthropomorphic eyes and 

eyebrows. 

Complexity mouth & jaw operations: Mid 

/ High

Mouth - Anthropomorphic C Mouth - Anthropomorphic C



H-L

Some animal-like robots have a 

beak-shaped mouth. There are several 

types of beaks, one of them is pointy 

bird-like. However there are also other 

shapes. Note: not every animal-like robot 

has a beak shaped mouth, often other 

mouth features are used.  

Complexity mouth & jaw operations: 

Low

Mouth - Beak C Mouth - Beak C



H-L

A carved line through the face can serve 

as a mouth. A large portion of these 

mouths do not move, and are in a smiling 

position. Giving the robot a more kind 

appearance. 

Complexity mouth & jaw operations: 

Low

Mouth - Carved C Mouth - Carved C



H-L

A large portion of robots do not have a 

mouth. This gives the robot a more 

abstract appearance. This does not 

imply that the robot cannot make 

sounds. However robots with no mouth 

often make sounds that are not words. 

Complexity mouth & jaw operations: 

Undefined

Mouth - None
F C

A H
Mouth - None

F C

A H



H-L

Human-like mouths are intended to look 

very realistic. And are therefore often 

soft to the touch. They usually move 

during speech. 

Complexity mouth & jaw operations: Mid 

/ High

Mouth - Human-like AH-L Mouth - Human-like AH-L



H-L

Projected/ screen mouths are digitally 

displayed on the face. Often through a 

screen. This makes them very flexible in 

use since they can quickly take other 

shapes. 

Complexity mouth & jaw operations: All

Mouth - Projection / Screen C Mouth - Projection / Screen C



H-L

A human-like nose is intended to look 

realistic, in order to make the robot 

appear more human. Apart from appear-

ance, it usually doesn’t have a function. 

Nose - Human-like AH-L Nose - Human-like AH-L



H-L

A large portion of robots do not have a 

nose. This can contribute to a more play-

ful cartoon design. 

Nose - None FCH Nose - None FCH



H-L

A black dot, often in the center of the 

face can be perceived as a nose. This 

dot often does not have a function. 

Nose - Dot C Nose - Dot C



H-L

A human-like nose is intended to look 

realistic, in order to make the robot 

appear more human. Apart from appear-

ance, it usually doesn’t have a function. 

Nose - Anthropomorphic C A Nose - Anthropomorphic C A


